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Status of Muon g-2
Precise result from Brookhaven E821 experiment
Dedicated studies on standard model prediction
[Hagiwara,Liao,Martin,Nomura,Teubner;Davier,Hoecker,Malaescu,Zhang]

> 3σ deviation

c.f.  Electroweak:

(possibly) a signal of new physics



chargino-muon sneutrino neutralino-smuon

→ Enhanced by tanβ

SUSY Solution

Question: How to test SUSY solution?
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Test of SUSY Solution
Stage 1

Stage 2

discovery of SUSY particles necessary for
SUSY contribution to muon g-2

reconstruct SUSY contribution to muon g-2
by information available at colliders (ILC)



Neutralino Contribution
Contribution becomes sizable
✓ Light: left- and right-handed smuons, Bino
✓ large smuon LR mixing parameter (∝ μ tanβ)
‣ too large LR mixing spoils vacuum stability

Upper bounds on masses of SUSY particles



(Lightest) smuon and Bino are within kinematical
reach of ILC at 

muon g-2

LHC
dilepton

[Endo,Hamaguchi,Kitahara,Yoshinaga]

2σ1σ

ILC can probe neutralino contribution to muon g-2
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Test of SUSY Solution
Stage 1

Stage 2

discovery of SUSY particles necessary for
SUSY contribution to muon g-2

→  ILC can probe neutralino contribution

It is possible to reconstruct at ILC under some conditions

reconstruct SUSY contribution to muon g-2
by information available at colliders (ILC)



Reconstruction
Muon g-2 parameters



Reconstruct neutralino contribution:

* Winos and Higgsinos are decoupled

Muon g-2 parameters

Reconstruction



Reconstruction

Parameter Process Result



Setup
Table 1: Parameters and mass spectrum and at our sample point. The masses are in units
of GeV, and !̃ denotes selectrons and smuons.

Parameters m!̃1 m!̃2 m"̃1 m"̃2 m#̃0
1

sin "µ̃ sin ""̃ a(ILC)
µ

Values 126 200 108 210 90 0.027 0.36 2.6! 10!9

where Msoft is a mass scale of colored superparticles and heavy Higgses, MH̃ is the Higgsino
mass, MW̃ is the Wino mass, and Q (" m!̃) is an energy scale. The di!erences among gY ,
g̃Y,L and g̃Y,R can be O(1–10)% if Msoft, MH̃ and MW̃ are larger than " 1TeV. Note that
the leading contribution of (6) is proportional to the product g̃Y,Lg̃Y,R (cf. Eq. (4)). Since
the corrections to the gaugino couplings can be sizable, both of the couplings should be
determined directly at ILC. It is also noted that g̃Y,L, g̃Y,R and g̃2 are universal for (at least)
light generations.

In the following discussion, we choose a specific sample point to make our discussion
concrete and quantitative. The mass spectrum at the sample point is summarized in Table 1.
All the sleptons and the lightest neutralino are within the reach of ILC with

#
s = 500GeV.

Their masses are set to be close to those of the SPS1a" benchmark point [13], so that
results of the previous ILC studies can be applied. The lighter sleptons are chosen to be
almost left-handed in order to avoid LHC limits (see below). The lightest neutralino mass
is 90GeV, which is the lightest superparticle among the MSSM ones including sneutrinos.
Other superparticles such as colored ones as well as Winos and Higgsinos are assumed to be
so heavy that they are not observed at LHC nor ILC (so that their masses are di!erent from
those for SPS1a").#1 Trilinear couplings of sleptons, A!̃, are set to be zero. The left-right

mixing parameter, m2
µ̃LR, (or equivalently µ tan #) is chosen to realize that a(ILC)

µ defined
in Eq. (17) becomes equal to 2.6 ! 10!9, which is close to the central value of the current
discrepancies (3); µ tan # = 6.1! 103 GeV.

The mass spectrum is consistent with present collider limits. Light sleptons decaying to
the lightest neutralino are searched for by studying the di-lepton signatures at LHC [14,15].
Our sample point is not excluded because masses of the left-handed selectron and smuon are
close to that of the neutralino. Also, constraints on the right-handed ones are weak, since
the production cross sections are small. On the other hand, collider limits on the stau mass
is weaker as m"̃1 > 81.9GeV at 95% CL by LEP [16]. Exclusions from the three-lepton
searches at LHC [15,17] are also negligible, since Winos and Higgsinos are heavy.

3 Fun with ILC

In the rest of this letter, we discuss how and how accurately the SUSY contribution to the
muon g $ 2 is determined at ILC. At the sample point, only the sleptons and the lightest

#1This setup is minimal to reconstruct the SUSY contributions to the muon g $ 2. If some of the heavy
superparticles such as Winos would be additionally discovered, the reconstruction could be improved.

4

Sample point

* other SUSY particles [Wino,Higgsino,colored] are decoupled.

• All of selectrons, smuons and staus are within 
kinematical reach of ILC at

• Close to SPS1a(’): [left-handed sleptons are lighter]
- avoid LHC/LEP limits
- previous studies of ILC can be applied



Mass Measurement
Smuon and neutralino masses are measured precisely 
by studying endpoints or by threshold scans

Previous studies: SPS1a(’),
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or better

ILC can provide

signal



Parameter Process Result

very precise

Reconstruction

too small to measure directly



stau masses:  endpoint of tau (-jet) energy

Smuon LR Mixing
smuon LR mixing parameter is measured by the relation:
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Smuon LR Mixing
stau mixing angle:  stau production cross section

contd.
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Figure 1: Generic leading-order diagrams for the pair production of smuons and selectrons
in e+e! or e!e! scattering.

with the symmetric mass matrix

Y =

!

""#

M1 0 !MZ sW c! MZ sW s!

0 M2 MZ cW c! !MZ cW s!

!MZ sW c! MZ cW c! 0 !µ
MZ sW s! !MZ cW s! !µ 0

$

%%& , (9)

in which the abbreviations s! = sin ! and c! = cos! have been introduced; sW and cW are
the sine and cosine of the electroweak mixing angle. The transition to the mass eigen-basis
is performed by the unitary mixing matrix N ,

N"Y N!1 = diag
'
m2

"̃0
1
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"̃0
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"̃0
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0
j . (10)

The Majorana spinors "̃0
i of the physical neutralinos are composed of the Weyl spinors as

"̃0
i =

)
"0

i

"0
i

*

. (11)

Explicit analytical solutions for the mixing matrices can be found in Ref. [10]2

2.2 Production Mechanisms

In supersymmetric theories with R-parity conservation scalar leptons are produced in pairs.
Since mixing can be neglected, the pairs are built of the current eigen-states with chiral
index L or R.

Scalar smuons are produced in diagonal pairs via s-channel photon and Z-boson ex-
changes in e+e! collisions, see Tab. 1 and Fig. 1 (a).

Since the intermediate state is a vector, the helicities of electron and positron must be
opposite to each other. By angular momentum conservation the scalar smuons are therefore
produced in P-wave states. This gives rise to the characteristic !3 behavior of the excitation
curves close to threshold, with ! denoting the velocity of the smuons in the final state.

2Note that a convention for the chargino mass matrix X di!erent from eq. (5) is used in Ref. [10].

4

Cross section depends on the angle
via s-channel Z exchange

Mixing angle is determined,
once the cross section and 
the model point are given.

[ME,Hamaguchi,Iwamoto,Kitahara,Moroi]

γ Z-exchange



Smuon LR Mixing

Based on detailed study at SPS1a’ w/.
and with some discussions [Bechtle,Berggren,List,Schade,Stempel]

for

As a result, stau production processes yield  [500fb-1]

stau mixing angle:  stau production cross section

contd.



Reconstruction

Parameter Process Result

very precise

12%
at model point



Gaugino Couplings

• LO is approximated by 
U(1)Y gauge coupling

• Deviate due to mixing 
with (heavy) Winos/
Higgsinos and by 
radiative corrections
→  O(1-10)% correction
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Selectron productions involve neutralino contributions

including contaminations from 
(unobserved) Winos and Higgsinos

Gaugino Couplings
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Explicit analytical solutions for the mixing matrices can be found in Ref. [10]2

2.2 Production Mechanisms

In supersymmetric theories with R-parity conservation scalar leptons are produced in pairs.
Since mixing can be neglected, the pairs are built of the current eigen-states with chiral
index L or R.

Scalar smuons are produced in diagonal pairs via s-channel photon and Z-boson ex-
changes in e+e! collisions, see Tab. 1 and Fig. 1 (a).

Since the intermediate state is a vector, the helicities of electron and positron must be
opposite to each other. By angular momentum conservation the scalar smuons are therefore
produced in P-wave states. This gives rise to the characteristic !3 behavior of the excitation
curves close to threshold, with ! denoting the velocity of the smuons in the final state.

2Note that a convention for the chargino mass matrix X di!erent from eq. (5) is used in Ref. [10].
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Right-handed coupling:
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Gaugino Couplings
Left-handed coupling:

• Previous studies ignore the differences between 
left- and right-handed gaugino couplings.

• No info. of selectron LR production cross section.

For instance,

exp: measurement of cross section
th: (unobserved) Winos, Higgsinos



Reconstruction

Parameters Processes Result

very precise

12%
at model point

O(1)%



Reconstruction at ILC

Neutralino contribution to muon g-2 is reconstructed
by measuring all the sleptons

at the sample point with
[ME,Hamaguchi,Iwamoto,Kitahara,Moroi]



• Effects of (heavy) Winos and Higgsinos
- Direct contributions to muon g-2
- No signals in future LHC can reduce uncertainties

• Largest uncertainty is from smuon LR mixing
- Relation between smuon and stau LR mixings can be 

affected by slepton trilinear couplings (A-terms)
→ a few percents if A-term ~ slepton masses

-              is very sensitive to the stau mixing angle, 
though there are no such studies.

Comments
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Summary
• Muon g-2 has >3σ deviation between SM prediction 

and experimental value.
• SUSY is a good candidate to solve the anomaly.
• We discussed how to test the SUSY contributions.
✓Neutralino contribution can be probed at ILC.

- Sleptons are within kinematical reach.
- It is possible to reconstruct the contribution, if all 

the sleptons (selectrons, smuons and staus) are 
measured.

at the sample point


